1. (TH)EverYthing is a LI(V)E
Today mid 2011 “the conspiracy” has just about run its course. And writing about this
unfortunate fact would then make me a “conspiracy theorist”. The first order of business should
be to define what this “conspiracy theorist” calls “the conspiracy”. I can do no better than
Worldnetdaily writer Ellis Washington as he laments:
Since the advent of the progressive movement in the 1890s, modern liberalism has been
expressly about deconstructing American society from within through various
philosophies – humanism, naturalism, eugenics, neo-paganism, liberation theology,
socialism, communism, environmentalism, abortion and other perverted ideas, all under
the rubric of intellectual racism, which is the Big Lie. (1)
Essentially, what he calls “the big lie” (or what I call “the conspiracy”) is everywhere; our whole
political, economic, academic, media systems and just about everything else “THEY” feed us is
UN-true, a fabrication. I have documented “the conspiracy” in Section 2 of my original book,
“The THEorY of LIVEvolution: “Great” Society of the UN-dead” with even more information in
the prior links here and this entire web site. Essentially, everything in our current hollowed out,
Roman Empire “bread and circuses” like society is one big, fat lie:
The “Federal” “Reserve”: a blatant scam that creates a system of debt that is fiscally and
mathematically impossible to pay off no matter which side of the Skull and Bones Hegelian is
(supposedly) in charge: the court jesters or the circus clowns. Most people know these two
groups as “Republican” and “Democrat”. If you have to borrow $100 (the Democrats and
“Progressives”) or $50 (the Republicans who “cut” spending) from a bank that literally creates
money out of nothing then turns around and charges interest on it, it is literally impossible to pay
it back; ever. This fact alone makes one seriously wonder if the “experts” on FOX Business
snews and the clowns on C(ircus)NBC and “our” politicians are pure evil, really that dumb or
paid actors…or victims of a mass brainwashing campaign vies a vies “They Live”. Of course
it’s logically impossible to state the most ‘successful’ industrialists in world history including
Rothschild, Rockefeller and JP Morgan interests that came up with this scam are that dumb or
“They” wouldn’t have been in those positions to begin with...
THEorY of LIVEvolution: This one is so bad as “science” that is more aptly called “religion”
as it serves as the foundation of the religion of atheism. In other words we’re living in a fish
bowl; God, the real One, is everywhere as these “useful idiots” by trying to deny Him ironically
draw argument-and attention-to Him. Getting back, evolution is so stupid on so many levels the
entire section dedicated to it in “THEorY of LIVEvolution” and the No God Allowed Evolution
Challenge on the home page barely begins to undress its sheer stupidity. The main ones still
carrying the torch for this pinnacle of scientific stupidity include well known atheists Christopher
Hitchens and Richard Dawkins and compromised media mouthpiece “useful idiot” Bill Maher
among many other “evolutionary biologists” at our “institutions of higher learning”. But it did
serve (along with Planned Parenthood founder Maggie Sanger) as the main inspiration to one
Adolf Hitler who got many of his ideas (and financing) right here in “The Late Great USA”. This
sorry state of affairs is documented in my second book, “The UN-American Genocidal
Complex”.

Global Warming/Global Cooling/Climate Change: This scam was exposed by the email
scandal centered on England’s East Anglia University in late 2009. However, many prominent
and legitimate scientists were shouting from the rooftops what a scam this was well before then.
Just look at the title; the fact that the title changed from “cooling” to “warming” to plain ‘ol
“climate change” in a mere 30 years indicates that these goofballs don’t have science in mind but
religion as in the religion of earth and nature worship. Added to this is the fact that the eco
wackos are led by the multi-millionaire, Chicago Climate Exchange operative Al Gore (the other
main operative is gang banker and “Federal” “Reserve” centerpiece Goldman Sachs) who uses
upwards of 20 times the energy of the average American household as he buys “carbon credits”
from companies that he has ownership interests in...(see The Inconvenient Scientific Method on
the New Age page of this web site.
Separation of Church and State. What can I say about this one? Just about every original
state charter demands a belief in God and/or Jesus Christ not to mention the speeches and
writings of many of the Founders themselves. This is further discussed in Section 2g of “The
THEorY of LIVEvolution”. What the Progressives led by the Communist founded ACLU
(literally true) are really aiming for is Biblical Christianity. What these bobbleheads fail to
realize is that the Founders wanted to break free of the State run and state running churches of
Europe including the Catholic Church and Church of England. But the Founders also adamantly
demanded that society be grounded in the concepts of the Old and New Testament (where Jesus
Christ, the real One, pulls no punches in his abject hatred of organized religion and stone
temples). So essentially what we have here is a historical scam on a level of equivalency of “The
THEorY of LIVEvolution” which incidentally helped set the stage for the extremely idiotic (or
blatantly dishonest) Supreme Court ruling in 1947 (Brown vs Board of Education) establishing a
so called wall between church and state.
The United Nations. The UN-dead; what more can I say about this one? This edifice of
disgrace and gathering of devil worshippers, “Mother Earth” Gaia weirdoes and tin pot dictator
thugs passed off as “human rights” proponents and other associated tomfoolery passing itself off
as some kind of legitimate governing body is one of the leading reasons I consider New York
City the MYSTERY, BABYLON of Revelation 17. The fact that it was established by the
global elite including mega-capitalist Rockefeller interests and convicted communist operative
types like Harry Dexter White and Alger Hiss only confirms the nefarious, UN-American goal of
this organization. (See Sections 2 and 3 of “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” and “The UNAmerican Genocidal Complex”)
All of these lies and more; much more get broadcast daily a la John Carpenter’s “They Live”.
Satan rules the earth:
Again, the devil taketh him up into an exceeding high mountain, and sheweth him all the
kingdoms of the world, and the glory of them; 9 And saith unto him, All these things will
I give thee, if thou wilt fall down and worship me. (Matthew 4:8-9)
Satan didn’t act alone; he took one third of God’s, the real One, angels with him as well as those
made in His image, that would be us. And this is where the war in heaven is sourced. The Book

of Revelation only “Reveals” what has been going since the beginning of “time” as “THEY” led
by “the first rebel” Lucifer (to quote Obama’s philosophic inspiration the maniac/anarchist Saul
Alinsky) tried to overthrow God, the real One. Hence “They” are at the core of “the
conspiracy”; a “conspiracy” that stretches back to the Garden of Eden itself. Most assuredly the
“experts” from Harvard umm HAAARverd to the clowns on C(ircus)NBC to the slithering
politicians of “both” parties to the fake Christian social gospel patsies like Rick Warren will all
weight in. Chances are “THEY” will disagree.
But when it’s all said and done I’m afraid it’s just that simple.
Footnotes
1- Ellis Washington, “What is Intellectual Racism”, Worldnetdaily.com, April 10, 2010.

